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Flexible and high precision thermal metasurface
Jiyao Wang 1,2, Ling Qin1,2 & Wei Xu 1✉

Thermal metamaterials are artificial materials used to manipulate heat flow in many appli-

cations, such as thermal protection, thermal camouflage, and precise temperature control.

Most of the existing thermal metamaterials are mainly based on metal, which makes their

fabrication complex and time-consuming, and limits their flexibility. Here, we show a strategy

to simplify the fabrication process, improve machining accuracy, and realize flexibility in

thermal metasurfaces. Our proposed thermal metasurface is fabricated by laser engraving of

copper-graphene coating surface, utilizing graphene coating with high thermal conductivity

instead of the traditional filling materials of low thermal conductivity. It maintains the

integrity of copper substrate, giving the metasurface a good heat dispersion. Controlled

temperature gradient patterns are established, and the metasurface can be bent without

changing its features, except for a slight variation in its thermal gradient. Finally, its cloaking

ability is demonstrated by camouflaging the same heat source in the shape of different

objects. Our designed metasurface mitigates the limitations in design and fabrication of

existing thermal metamaterials, and can be used in applications requiring large flexibility,

thermal illusion, and large thermal gradients on small scales.
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Thermal energy that is one of the most common energy
sources in the world, is an important part of human daily
life and social production1,2. The heat transfer, which has

three modes: heat conduction, heat convection, and heat radia-
tion, is a complex diffusion process leading to difficulties in uti-
lization and manipulation. Metamaterials that are an artificial
arrangement of the traditional materials, can achieve functions
that traditional materials cannot realize3, which provide addi-
tional capability to manipulate heat flow. The advent of trans-
formation optics and controlling electromagnetic fields provide a
systematic method for the metamaterials design4,5 and are
extended to transformation thermotics.

Based on the theory of transformation optics, the steady-state
theory of transformation thermotic is proposed and developed to
obtain the cloaking and concentration of heat flow6–15. It has
great potential in many applications, such as thermal protection,
thermal camouflage, and precise temperature control. Further, the
nonsteady-state theory of transformation thermotic is proposed.
The thermal cloaking and concentration by multilayered homo-
geneous isotropic materials are achieved to replace anisotropic
materials, which supplies the possibility for the actual preparation
of thermal metamaterials16. Utilizing the multilayer composite
approach, several artificial metamaterials are designed, fabricated,
and characterized to realize the shield, concentration, and
inversion of heat flow17–24. Meanwhile, a way of controlling heat
transportation is developed by introducing the concept of “ther-
mocrystals.” It has periodic structures made of alloys containing
nanoparticles and inspired many thermal effects and devices25.
These characteristics, such as shield, concentration, and inversion
of heat flow, of the artificial thermal metamaterials, are sig-
nificantly different from those of traditional materials and thus
attract more and more research interests26–28. Since then, thermal
metamaterials have developed rapidly.

The three-dimensional (3D) thermal cloak metamaterial is
proposed to decrease the influence of external heat flux on the
inner air bubbles. It was designed and fabricated by the 3D metal
processing technology, upgrading the previous thermal meta-
materials from 2D to 3D and expanding the application
prospects29. Bilayer thermal cloak that is composed of the inner
and outer layer with different materials is proposed to simplify
the design and manufacturing of the thermal cloak30. Meanwhile,
the same author proposes the thermal camouflage metamaterial
device to alter the thermal appearance signature of an object to
that of multiple isolated expected targets31. Thermal camouflage
device has a very high value in military applications, and set off
an upsurge in the research of heat camouflage technology32–44.
The macroscopic thermal diode is theoretically proposed45.
Bimetallic or memory alloys structures are utilized to obtain
nonlinear functions according to the structural transformation of
the components in different direction through the heat flux,
which has several potential applications, such as heat preserva-
tion, heat dissipation, and energy saving46,47. The development of
thermal metamaterials supplied a strategy for the protection of
electronic devices and increased power density in microelectronic
packaging. However, the existing major metamaterials are large-
scale, and it is difficult to apply them to the highly integrated
electronic packaging. Thus, a potential strategy in the anisotropic
thermal conductivity of multilayer printed circuit boards (PCBs)
for on-board heat flow control is designed and experimental
verified, which can be considered as an additional way improving
highly integrated electronics48,49. For simplifying the manu-
facturing process, a tuneable thermal metamaterial using the
assembly of unit-cell thermal shifters is designed and experi-
mentally verified for electronic device protection50,51. It is worth
mentioning that the minimum linewidth of the copper in the unit
cell is 250 µm.

The thermal metamaterials mentioned above are essentially
materials with different thermal conductivity arranged in a spe-
cific structure to achieve different functions. It is a crucial issue
that how to design the optimal structure for specific target
applications. For this, the computational optimization method is
applied for the coaching design of heat cloak, heat concentrator,
and heat reversal52. With the rapid development of inter-
disciplinary science, different topology optimization methods,
such as particle swarm optimization-based algorithms, CMA-ES
(covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy), machine-
learning, and effective medium, are used in guiding and designing
thermal metamaterials in single and multiple physical fields.
These optimization methods provide a systematic guideline for
the metamaterial design and thus improve design
efficiency48,52–65. However, the optimized structure is usually
complex and mainly metal based, which requires precise manu-
facturing equipment (for example, computerized numerical
control (CNC) machine). It is complicated and time-consuming
from a fabrication perspective and does not have flexibility.

Herein, we propose and demonstrate a flexible-high precision
thermal metasurface based on copper-graphene material in order
to further simplify the fabrication process, improve thermal
manipulation precision in small scale, reduce costs, and achieve
overall flexibility. The proposed thermal metasurface utilizes
graphene coating instead of the traditional filling materials of low
thermal conductivity and it maintains the integrity of the copper
substrate. Thus, the thermal conductive of the whole thermal
metasurface device can be improved, which is conducive to target
system heat dissipation. Meanwhile, the graphene coating has
durable, noncracking, and anticorrosive66–71 which makes the
thermal metasurface work even in harsh environment.

Results
High-resolution thermal surface. To start, a copper foil is uti-
lized as the base material providing flexibility. Subsequently, the
graphene water solution is coated on the surface of copper foil.
After leaving it in the air for an hour, the copper-graphene
coating (CGC) material is established (see Fig. 1a). The thickness
of copper foil and CGC material are 30 and 70 μm, which are
measured by vernier micrometer (see Supplementary Fig. 2),
respectively. The copper and graphene coating are in close con-
tact, which reduces the thermal contact resistance between the
two materials. The graphene coating also acts as a protective film
covering the surface of the experimental materials, protecting the
metal surface from air oxidation. Thanks to the black graphene
coating, the reflections to the infrared (IR, UTI85) camera, and
laser are maximally decreased, which ensures both the IR thermal
measurement and laser engraving accuracy.

To investigate the fabrication accuracy, we select the logos of
“COMMUN. MATER.” (CM) (see Fig. 1b(i)) and “SOUTHEAST
UNIVERSITY” (SEU) (see Fig. 1c(i)) as the processing targets
using carbon dioxide (CO2) laser engraving machine, respectively.
The laser-machined surfaces are shown in Fig. 1b(ii) and 1c(ii). In
this paper, we refer them as “ CM logo surface” and “SEU logo
surface” for conveniently describing. The dimension and topology
of CM and SEU logo surface are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2.
The length of CM logo surface is 41.92 mm and the diameter of
SEU logo surface is 30.38 mm.

As shown in Fig. 1b(iii), we zoomed the character “N” through an
electronic magnifier to explore sculptural details and measure the
linewidth of the character. It can be seen that the thickness of the
carved area is lower than that of the uncarved area (see
Supplementary Fig. 2). Thus, the thermal resistance of the uncarved
area (Rpunc) is higher than that of the carved area (Rpc) in the
direction perpendicular to the CM logo surface. If the CM logo
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surface is attached to the heat panel, the carved area and the
uncarved area will form a temperature difference due to the different
thermal resistances. The two areas thus display different colors
leading to revealing the carved information under the IR camera. For
verification, the IR thermal image of the CM logo surface is taken
without heat source (see Fig. 1b (iv reference)). The CM logo surface
cannot be recognized. As a comparison, we then attach the CM logo
surface onto a heat panel and take another thermal image with an IR
camera. The thermal image shown in Fig. 1b(iv) clearly displays the
information of the CM logo surface and thus demonstrates the high
thermal resolution. Even though the linewidth of letter “N” is
1.80mm (see Fig. 1b(iii)), the IR camera can still capture the precise
shape of the character.

To further investigate the thermal resolution of the proposed
fabrication method on complex shapes with narrow linewidth, the
SEU logo containing points, arcs, straight lines, Chinese, and
English characters is selected (see Fig. 1c(i)). Such a complex logo
can be finished in just a few minutes by CO2 laser engraving

machine. We zoom the area of the red dashed box in the SEU logo
surface and measure the linewidth of the curve (see Fig. 1c(ii) and
1c(iii)). The curve with a linewidth of 0.47mm is achieved without
burrs. Subsequently, the experiment without attaching the heat plate
is carried out Fig. 1c (iv reference)). As shown Fig. 1c (iv reference),
it shows the undecipherable experiment result which is the same
with that of the CM logo surface. The IR thermal image of the SEU
logo surface is also taken by attaching to the heat panel (see
Fig. 1c(iv)). Even though the logo is complex, the thermal resolution
of the SEU logo surface is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1c(iv). The
curve with the linewidth of 0.47mm can be clearly identified and
even Chinese characters have a certain degree of recognition, which
demonstrates the high thermal resolution. The detailed experiment
step is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. In summary, when the
thermal surface with a specific message is attached to the heat panel,
we can obtain certain identifiable information through an IR
camera regardless of day and night, which shows potential military
application value.

Fig. 1 The processes of the CGC materials, CM logo, and SEU logo surfaces. a The schematic of CGC materials. b (i)Selection a CM logo; (ii) Engraving
the CGC material through CO2 laser engraving machine to form the CM logo surface; (iii) Zooming in the red dashed box of CM logo surface to observe
the detail of the processing and measure the linewidth through the electronic magnifying glass; The linewidth of char “N” is 1.80mm; (iv and iv reference)
Taking photos using an IR camera with and without heat source. c (i)Selection a complex logo; (ii) Engraving the CGC material through CO2 laser engraving
machine to form the SEU logo surface; (iii) (iii) Zooming in the red dashed box of the SEU logo surface to observe the smoothness of the curve and
measure the linewidth; The linewidth of the curve and bold straight line are the 0.47 and 0.86mm; (iv and iv reference) Taking photos of the SEU using an
IR camera with and without attaching to the surface of heat source.
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Thermal metasurface. Thermal conduction is the movement of
a heat flux from a high-temperature region toward a low-
temperature region. To gain control over the path of heat flux
transport via thermal conduction in the direction parallel to
the surface of the CGC material, one needs to design an
artificial material with anisotropic thermal conductivity. This
kind of material can be built by stacking up composite mac-
roscopic layers of isotropic materials. According to the pre-
vious section, the metasurface has high resolution under the
IR camera that shows the obvious thermal conductivity dif-
ference between the carved and uncarved areas. Thus, the
carved and uncarved areas form two materials with different
thermal conductivity (kc and kuc), laying the foundation for
manufacturing the proposed thermal metamaterials. In order
to facilitate numerical analysis of thermal conduction, we
make the following assumptions:

(1) The thickness of the CGC material is 70 μm (see
Supplementary Fig. 2), which is similar to that of a piece
of ordinary A4 paper. Thus, in order to facilitate the
analysis, we assume that the CGC material is a two-
dimensional (2D) plane;

(2) The coating after the carving is very thin and close to
copper foil (see Supplementary Fig. 2). Thus, the thermal
conductivity of the laser-engraved area is calculated
approximately using the thermal conductivity of copper
(400Wm−1 K−1)72.

The 2D diffusion thermal conduction equation can be written
as:

ρC
∂T
∂t

þ ∇ð�k∇TÞ ¼ S ð1Þ

where ρ is the density (kg m−3, i.e., kilogram per cubic meter in SI
units), C is the specific heat capacity(J kg−1 K−1, i.e., joule per
kilogram Kelvin in SI units), T is the temperature (K), k is the
thermal conductivity (Wm−1 K−1, i.e., watt per meter kelvin in
SI units), and S is a heat source. Based on the thermal conduction
equation (Eq. (1)), we design and analyze a 6 × 6 mm thermal
unit block (TUB) metasurface utilizing the COMSOL Multi-
physics finite element analysis tool. The TUB metasurface has 30
alternating layers (0.21 mm width carved area (orange in Fig. 2a)
and 0.19 mm width uncarved area (gray in Fig. 2a)). Figure 2b
and Fig. 2c show the temperature distribution maps and
isothermal lines of uncarved CGC material (as the thermal
reference) and carved TUB metasurface obtained from COMSOL
Multiphysics finite element in contact with same temperature
sources at both up and downsides. The simulation result for the
thermal reference device reveals a temperature gradient
(∇T= 0.439 degC·mm−1) in the center region, as measured from
point P1 to point P2 defined in Fig. 2b. An approximate 52%
reduction in the temperature gradient is obtained with
∇T= 0.212 degC·mm−1 by using the TUB metasurface (see
Fig. 2c). Meanwhile, comparing the 43.5 degC isotherm line of

Fig. 2 Simulative and experimental performance evaluation of temperature map with thermal unit block (TUB) metasurface in contact with same
temperature sources at both up and downsides. a Structure of the TUB metasurface. The side length of the model is 6 mm; the average linewidth of the
carved area is 210 μm and that of the uncarved area is 190 μm. b Temperature map without TUB metasurface obtained from numerical simulation (as the
thermal reference). c Temperature profiles of TUB metasurface obtained from numerical simulation. d The TUB metasurface carved by CO2 laser engraving
processing. e Zooming in the red dashed box of Fig. 2d to observe the detail of the processing and measure the linewidth of the unit block through the
electronic magnifying glass. f Scheme of the experimental apparatus illustrating the method for temperature measurement via IR camera. g Temperature
profiles of temperature-responsive TUB metasurface obtained from experimental measurement.
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Fig. 2b, c, it is observed that there is a large temperature change at
the same horizontal position. The TUB metasurface is con-
structed by CO2 laser engraving processing (see Fig. 2d). The
partial enlarged part in the red dashed box of Fig. 2d is shown in
Fig. 2e to reveal the detail of processing. Although there are some
burrs, the overall linewidth distribution is relatively uniform
under the electronic magnifying glass. The measured average
linewidth of the carved area is about 210 μm, and the average
linewidth of the uncarved area is about 190 μm that demonstrates
the high processing precision. The scheme of the temperature
measurement via IR camera is shown in Fig. 2f. The thermal IR
camera is placed above the TUB metasurface to capture the
temperature distribution. In COMSOL simulation, the TUB
metasurface device is placed under hot and cold temperature
boundary conditions at up and downsides. The temperature
distribution reaches steady state and the thermal map of the TUB
metasurface is obtained (see Fig. 2g). The experimental result for
the TUB metasurface reveals a temperature gradient (∇T= 0.235
degCmm−1) from point P1 to point P2 defined in Fig. 2g. The

temperature measurement error using the thermal IR camera was
9% compared with the simulation result due to the measurement
inaccuracy and thermal radiation losses. Although existing a
certain error, we can obtain the different characteristics through
TUB metasurface in such a small region (36 mm2), which shows
good thermal manipulation using the proposed TUB metasurface.

Based on the TUB metasurface, we design and construct three
different combinations that are the homocentric squares mode
(Model I, see Fig. 3a(i)), 45-degree rotation of Model I (Model II,
Fig. 3b(i)), and the combination mode of the Models I and II
(Model III, Fig. 3c(i)) to obtain the different temperature
distributions on the surface of CGC material. The thermal gradient
for the uncarved the CGC material surface is 0.449 degCmm−1.
The simulation results for Models I and II metasurface reveal the
temperature gradients (∇TSI= 0.164 degCmm−1 and ∇TSII= 0.159
degCmm−1) measured from point P1 to point P2 defined in
Fig. 3a(ii) and Fig. 3b(ii), which have approximate 63.6 and 64.7%
reductions compared with that of the uncarved CGC material
surface. The experimental results are obtained via IR camera

Fig. 3 Simulative and experimental performance evaluation of temperature map with the three models in contact with same temperature sources at
both up and downsides. a (i) Model I metasurface composed of four TUBs. The side length of the model is 12 mm and the linewidth of the 0.2 mm.
Simulative and experimental temperature maps of Model I are obtained by COMSOL simulation and IR camera. b (i) Model II metasurface. It is obtained by
45-degree rotation of the Model I metasurface. (ii and iii) Simulative and experimental temperature maps of Model II are obtained by COMSOL simulation
and IR camera. c (i) Model III metasurface. It is composed of Model I and Model II metasurfaces. (ii and iii) Simulative and experimental thermal profiles of
temperature-responsive with Model III metasurface are obtained via COMSOL simulation and IR camera.
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(∇TEI= 0.1980 degCmm−1 and ∇TEII= 0.179 degC·mm−1) (see
Fig. 3a(iii) and Fig. 3b(iii)). Model III displays very interesting
temperature gradients at the same horizontal position, as shown in
Fig. 3c(ii) and Fig. 3c(iii). This temperature gradient looks like a
wavy line with a certain degree of recognition. And the difference
between the maximum and minimum temperature is about 2 degC,
which shows the different temperature maps compared with
Models I and II. These characteristics demonstrate that the different
temperature maps can be obtained by different combinations of
TUB metasurface. Thus, the proposed concept can achieve arbitrary
temperature distribution based on the specific design of the thermal
metasurface on the surface of the CGC material.

To investigate the surface flexibility on thermal properties, we
further conduct the thermal experiment with thermal metasurface
bended (see Fig. 4). We attach a flexible adjustable graphene heat
source72,73 to the Model III and bend the Model III into an arch
shape. Model I and II cannot interfere with each other during
taking thermal distribution maps due to the arched thermal
metasurface. We can obtain the thermal distribution maps of the
three models from different shooting angles in the same thermal
metasurface. The thermal gradient in bended Models I and II are
the ∇TBI= 0.211 degCmm−1 and ∇TBII= 0.195 degCmm−1.
The thermal gradients of two models (∇TBI= 0.211 degCmm−1

and ∇TBII= 0.195 degCmm−1) in Fig. 4 show the thermal
gradient that are slightly different with that of two models
(∇TEI= 0.198 degCmm−1 and ∇TEII= 0.179 degCmm−1)
shown in Fig. 3. Although there is slight variation in arched
CGC metasurface, the function of metasurface still exists. In
surmmary, the limitations of existing thermal materials design
and fabrication are partially mitigated and thermal metamaterials
can be extended to applications requiring large flexibility and
great thermal gradient in small-scale design.

Thermal illusion metasurfaces. The research of thermal illusion
has flourished in recently. Thermal illusion can be realized by

utilizing the manipulation of heat fluxes to shows different shapes
for the same heat source via IR camera74.

Figure 5a(i) shows the small heat source. The specific processing
mode is shown in section Method. Figure 5a(ii) shows the thermal
map by applying a voltage of 7.7 V to the small heat source. The
high-temperature region basically coincides with the graphene
domain due to the poor thermal conductivity (0.24Wm−1 K−1) of
polyimide film (PI)71. When the small heat source is attached to the
uncarved CGC surface, the thermal distributions are shown in Fig. 5a
(iii). This area of heat dissipation is increased because of the high
thermal conductivity copper (400Wm−1K−1)72.

In order to realize the function of thermal illusion, several
artificial metasurfaces are designed and fabricated to obtain
different images via IR camera for the same heat source based on
the conclusions of the previous sections and multilayer composite
approach16 (the details are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1).
These metasurfaces are Butterfly (Fig. 5b(i)), Star (Fig. 5c(i)),
Man (Fig. 5d(i)) and Woman (Fig. 5e(i)) and they are all
composed of curves and straight lines. The different thermal
conductivities of the carved and uncarved regions create
anisotropic metasurfaces to manipulate heat flux. Meanwhile, as
a contrast, the isotropic thermal surfaces that have the same size
of the anisotropy thermal metasufaces are designed and fabricated
to verify the effectiveness of metasurface design. These isotropic
thermal illusion surfaces are Butterfly (Fig. 5b(ii)), Star
(Fig. 5c(ii)), Man (Fig. 5d(ii)) and Woman (Fig. 5e(ii)) thermal
surface, respective. The same small heat source is attached to the
center position of every thermal anisotropic metasuface and
isotropic surface. After reaching the thermal balance of the whole
device, the thermal anisotropic metasurface and isotropic surface
temperature distributions captured by the IR camera are shown in
Fig. 5b–e, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the isotropic
thermal surfaces have relatively fuzzy identification, while the
anisotropic metamaterial surfaces have obvious high identifica-
tion. We can clearly identify Butterfly (Fig. 5b(ii IR)), Star

Fig. 4 Experimental performance evaluation of temperature maps to the arched thermal metasurface. A flexible adjustable graphene heat source72,73 is
attached to the Model III and bend the Model III into an arch shape. Model I and II cannot interfere with each other during taking thermal distribution maps
due to the arched thermal metasurface. The thermal distribution maps of the three models can be obtained by shooting from different angles in the same
thermal metasurface.
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(Fig. 5c(ii IR)), Man (Fig. 5d(ii IR)) and Woman (Fig. 5e(ii IR)) in
IR photos. Thermal illusion is quantified by measuring the
temperature difference between two points (A and B) in the
graph. The temperature difference with different thermal shapes
are shown in Table 1. The smaller the temperature difference, the
thermal camouflage will be more clearly due to the small
temperature difference. The radial and tangential directions
thermal conductivity of the metasurfaces are different. The lower
tangential thermal conductivity blocks the conduction of heat
pass and reduces the heat diffusion. And the high thermal
conductivity in radial direction makes the heat flux easy to
conduct. Thus, the heat flux in radial directions can travel farther
leading to the clearly shapes in anisotropic thermal illusion

metasurfaces than the isotropic thermal illusion surface. The
proposed devices will mislead the awareness of the real shape of
the actual heat sources. These results demonstrate the effective-
ness of the thermal illusion metasurface design.

Discussion
We propose and experimentally validate the concept of flexible and
high precision thermal metasurface. The proposed metasurface is
fabricated by processing the surface of the CGC material with the
CO2 laser engraving technology. To verify the thermal gradient
manipulation precision, we design and construct the CM and SEU
logo surfaces. The fabrication process is simple and takes a very short

Fig. 5 Experimental performance evaluation of the anisotropic thermal illusion metasurface and isotropic thermal surface. a The small heat source.
b–e The anisotropic thermal illusion metasurfaces: Butterfly(b(i)), Star(c(i)), Man(d(i)) and Woman(e(i)). The isotropic thermal illusion metasurfaces:
Butterfly(b(ii)), Star(c(ii)), Man(d(ii)) and Woman(e(ii)). Attach the small heat source to them and get the thermal maps via the IR camera. The thermal
maps of the Butterfly(b(i IR)), Star(c(i IR)), Man(d(i IR)) and Woman(e(i IR)) anisotropic thermal illusion metasurfaces. The thermal maps of the
Butterfly(b(ii IR)), Star(c(ii IR)), Man(d(ii IR)) and Woman(e(ii IR)) isotropic thermal illusion metasurfaces.
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time to finish, even for the surface with SEU logo containing many
complex elements. The manufacturing time of all models are shown
the Supplementary Table 2 in the supporting information. The curve
with linewidth of 0.47mm can be processed very smoothly, which
demonstrates the convenience and precision of the proposed process.
By attaching these two logo surfaces to the heat panel, we can clearly
recognize the information on the surface via the IR camera regardless
of day or night. It is worth mentioning that the curve with the
linewidth of 0.47mm in the SEU logo surface can be clearly dis-
tinguished via IR camera. These characteristics show that the pro-
posed concept has a high thermal resolution and have military
potential application value. Subsequently, we design and build the
TUB metasurface (6mm*6mm) with the linewidth of 0.2mm
according to the difference of thermal conductivity between the
carved area and the uncarved area. Two assumptions are made to
simplify theoretical and simulation analysis. The first assumption is
that the CGC material is a two-dimensional (2D) plane. The second
assumption is the thermal conductivity of the laser-engraved area is
calculated approximately using the thermal conductivity of copper
(400Wm−1K−1). Based on thermal conduction equation, the
temperature gradient distribution of the TUB metasurface in contact
with hot and cold temperature sources at up and downsides is
obtained by COMSOL Multiphysics finite element analysis, which
shows the obvious reduction in the temperature gradient measured
from point P1 to P2 compared with that of the uncarved surface of
the CGC material. The experimental result is consistent with simu-
lation result. Meanwhile, three models are designed and fabricated to
obtain different thermal maps on the surface of the CGC material.
Simulative and experimental results show the obvious different
temperature distributions, which demonstrates that arbitrarily ther-
mal distribution can be realized through specific metamaterial design
on the surface of the CGC material. Further, the flexibility of the
thermal metasurface is experimentally verified. Although existing
slight variation, the functions of metasurface still exist. Based on the
previous conclusions and multi-layer composite approach, four ani-
sotropic thermal illusion metasurfaces are designed and fabricated.
We successfully camouflage the shape of the rectangular heat source
as a Butterfly, star, man, and woman. The device has certain function
of deceiving IR camera and have certain military value. In summary,
this work simplifies the conventional manufacturing process of
thermal metamaterials, improves the machining accuracy, realizes the
flexible and thermal illusion. Meanwhile, the performance of heat
dissipation is not lost due to maintaining the integrity of the copper
sheet and thus improves heat dissipation of the whole metamaterial
device. Based on different requirements, different functions of ther-
mal metasurfaces can be easily realized according to the proposed
method, which expands applications of the thermal metamaterials.

Methods
Materials and devices. Electron magnifier glass was obtained from ANDONG-
STAR. Graphene water-based coating was brought from Suzhou Tanfeng Gra-
phene Technology Co. LTD. The copper foil was purchased from Taobao. The
images and videos were photographed by ANDONGSTAR electron magnifier glass
and Realme X2 pro. The cursor caliper was obtained from AIRAJ. The IR camera is
obtained from the UNI-T and the production model is UTI85. The heat plate was
obtained by Taobao and its model is LXZ-2020. CO2 laser engraving machine was
obtained from Ketai laser. The detailed parameters about the engraving machine,
heat plate/source, and IR camera are shown in Supplementary Table 1. The detailed

parameters about the IR camera, heat plate, and CO2 laser engraving machine are
shown in the supporting information. ZnSe lens are obtained from Taobao.

Metasurface and heat source. The graphene is achieved by the laser-induced porous
graphene films73,75. The main settings of the laser engraving machine are 5.5 A current
and 40mm/s movement speed. The two pieces of copper are the positive and negative
poles. All the metasurface is produced by the laser engraving (8.3 A current and
40mm s−1 speed). All thermal metasurfaces are designed by the CorelLASER software.

Data availability
All relevant data are available from the authors upon request.
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